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Our ATL2000 - Jetliner -
Only playing with it is better

Basically, this volume is meant to be a source of inspiration to gather information on unique and attractive play areas 

offering an impressive array of multi-use options. The present product presentation book is particularly aimed at 

those who are thinking of purchasing a unique play attraction. These include amongst others leisure parks, 

shopping centres, airports and private investors.

The toy plane ATL2000 - Jetliner presented in this volume moreover serves as a unique advertising medium for 

airlines, service area operators, travel businesses or other sponsors looking for a permanently lucrative symbiosis 

of marketing and commitment to our children.  In the conclusion of this product presentation book you will find all 

relevant technical information on the toy plane ATL2000 - Jetliner.

Why you are holding this exclusive product presentation book in your hands.

Attractions of Manufactory Quality



At atlantics in Döbeln attractive differently-themed play areas of best manufactory quality are created. Each of our products  excels through 

high-quality materials, first-class workmanship, high practical value and modern design. The driving force behind our medium-sized, owner-managed 

and specialized company is based on our inventors’ ideas. They unite their distinctive play instinct to continuously come up with new ideas. Each result 

has to live up to their expectations of this kind of playground equipment they would have had when they were children themselves. In the creation 

process it is very important to our design engineers that our play areas help the children train their motor skills, get easily in contact and interaction 

with each other and give their fancy full scope. It goes without saying that every atlantics product gets certified by independent experts before being 

assembled at kindergartens and schools, swimming pools and shopping centres or playgrounds and airports.

Welcome to Döbeln in Saxony. Thank you for accepting our invitation to an exclusive flight by opening this book. It is my pleasure 

to welcome you. My name is Thomas Büchel and I am the Managing Director of atlantics, the manufactory of attractions.

Allow me to briefly 

introduce our company

atlantics - The manufactory of attractions02
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In a few minutes you will take off for a maiden flight 

through the production hall of atlantics. Here our 

unique toy plane ATL2000 - Jetliner is manufactured 

in a limited edition. This aircraft represents the first 

themed play area of our new division “atlantics - 

exklusiv“. Our sales manager Frau Oertel has offered 

her services to join you on that remarkable journey. 

On the way she will be happy to explain in detail all 

the individual production steps involved in our high-

quality manufactory work. See for yourself how every 

plane is unique and crafted by hand. Now I hope that 

you will have a pleasant flight and that we will be able 

to fire your imagination.
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Abflug / Departure

0 1 P H y S I c A L S T r c T U r E O F T H E A I r c r A F T 2 0

0 2 O P E N I N G O F W I N D O W S A N D E x I T S 2 2

0 3 T H E H A r D - W E A r I N G E M P E N N A G E 2 4

0 4 T H E T r U E - T O - D E T A I L E N G I N E S 2 6

0 5 T H E E V A c U A T I O N S L I D E A T T H E T A I L 2 8

0 6 c O N S T r U c T I O N O F T H E c O c k P I T 3 0

STOPOVEr DESTINATION STArTING PAGE

10 Today’s Flight Schedule
Please see the flight schedule for individual destinations.

Abflug / Departure

0 7 T H E S U P P O r T I N G W I N G S 3 2

0 8 F I r S T c L A S S O N B O A r D 3 4

0 9 T H E c U r V E D S L I D I N G P O L E 3 6

1 0 T H E E L A B O r A T E P A I N T W O r k 3 8

1 1 O U r D E S I G N S U G G E S T I O N 4 0

1 2 T E c H N I c A L D O c U M E N T A T I O N 4 6

STOPOVEr DESTINATION STArTING PAGE



TIP  >  This boarding pass can also be used as a bookmark.
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13Your personal flight attendant

Welcome on board, dear passenger

My name is Isabella Oertel. Normally I am in charge of sales of our fantastic play 

areas and advice related thereof here at atlantics. Today, however, I am happy 

to assist you on this maiden flight of the toy plane ATL2000 - Jetliner. I will be 

happy to give you any advice and practical support you might require during the 

entire flight in order to make this journey as comfortable as possible for you.

Thank you very much for your attention.
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atlantics - Airline
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I am particularly happy to inform you that we could bring a six-person testing crew for 

our fl ight on board. These experienced testers of play areas will take over the control 

stick for us. The crew will also inform you via headsets of their personal impressions 

of the ATL2000-Jetliner at every intermediate stop. – certainly something to look 

forward to! The experts are already waiting at the atlantics gate.

Your professional testing crew

alex
Captain

annabell
Passenger

sarah
Passenger

Christopher
Passenger

Jasmin
stewardess

Joey
Chief offi cer



An exciting moment! The testing crew is on their way to the ATL2000 - Jetliner

and is waiting for you and their clearance for takeoff from the tower.

Your way to the gangway 1716

atlantics.de AnAbell  >  sensational - 

a real gangway!
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Alex  >  on behalf of the entire testing crew i would like to welcome you aboard. 

As soon as we will have reached the individual intermediate stops of our journey, 

Frau oertel will explain the specific manufacturing process. At the same time you will 

be able to listen to the crew’s test results via your headsets. so please stay tuned. 

Thank you very much. 

We advise you that any electronic equipment must be turned off for takeoff - including 

your business mobile. Please make sure your seat backs are in their full upright 

position, fasten your seatbelt and enjoy the following minutes of your flight.  

We hope you will have a pleasant and 

at the same time informative flight with us.

Dear passenger, 

this is your captain

ready for takeoff



Alex  >  Fully 

equipped for flying.
atlantics.de

Physical structure of the aircraft

All good things come in fives

Large sheets of pure stainless steel form the basis of the elaborate manufactu-

ring of our hard-wearing toy plane. These sheets are cut by means of a high-

power laser into the required five fuselage parts with millimetre precision. In a 

high-tech rolling mill these parts are then worked to the individual segments 

of the fuselage. The individual segments of the fuselage are then joined with 

millimetre precision to form one unit by our experienced metal construction 

experts at the atlantics manufactory and welded in a special process to last 

forever. Following, all assembly seams will be polished neatly by hand in order 

to achieve a smooth and consistent surface. The entire fuselage is now more 

than 8 metres long and weighs approx. 450kg. Special elevating mechanisms 

are required to lift the heavy fuselage onto stable assembly fixtures for further 

manufacturing. Later on the fuselage will be reinforced on the ground by dee-

ply rooted stainless steel supporting columns. Once the fuselage is fixed and 

supported, the next production step can be started, the manufacturing of the 

aircraft windows and hatches.

20 21
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Alex  >  The entrance 

and the emergency exit 

are nice and big. Even for 

those wearing a hat.

JASMIn  >  With or without 

window panes – the view of 

the clouds is fantastic!atlantics.de

Opening of windows and exits

Boarding – enjoying the views – deplaning

Our ATL2000-Jetliner is a walk-in toy which is open everyday. To ensure 

accessibility small and big openings have to be placed in the shiny stainless 

steel fuselage. Using special machinery our manufactory workers cut out the 

oval shapes for windows and doors. In the next step fitting frames for the doors 

and windows are put in and welded to fit accurately. All drill holes around the 

openings are following carefully lowered – thus providing the looks true to the 

original.  The ATL2000-Jetliner can also be equipped with fitting window panes 

made of break-proof Makrolon upon customer’s request.

22



Alex  >  You can count on the 

vertical tail - even in a thunderstorm.atlantics.de

25The hard-wearing empennage

More than just the sum of individual parts

It takes more than 30 single components to assemble the vertical tail of 

the ATL2000-Jetliner. To brave the elements a stable frame of various metal 

sections is needed. A number of cross beams help form a grating which 

will support the solid stainless steel cover. Then the correct position will 

be determined using a rotary crane and the vertical tail will be placed and 

precisely welded to the fuselage. A neat weld allows the vertical tail and 

the fuselage to become one unit. Each of the coordinated production steps 

guarantee the longevity and the unique design of our ATL2000-Jetliner.

24



Alex  >  The two strong engines 

get the Jetliner easily up to speed.

27
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The true-to-detail engines

Taking off for the “wedding“

As we are interested in long-term connections, all our playground equipment 

is precisely welded and bolted to last forever. The following example will help 

illustrate that particularly well: Our ATL2000-Jetliner possesses two engines 

– also called turbines. These two components are of vital importance for the 

authentic look and for that very reason they are craft by hand right down to the 

smallest details. For doing so our metal construction experts require a number 

of previously elaborately manufactured parts such as the round stainless steel 

discs of the turbines which help create the effect of rotating turbines by using a 

special lasered design. A welder specialised in stainless steel will now connect 

the single engine parts one after another. Once both engines are completed, 

they will be connected to the fuselage. – A procedure that in technical jargon is 

referred to as the wedding. Unfortunately, we have no means of knowing who 

proposed first. In any case our manufactory workers connect both aircraft parts 

using highest precision to last forever. Future separation is out of the question.

26



Annabell  >  if the slide can even hold the two of us, 

surely i can easily get away with an extra piece of cake.

29

Alex  >  The curved 

sides protect you from 

unexpected crashes.

Sarah  >  Ladders 

test - passed.

atlantics.de

The evacuation slide at the tail

For fast exit 

Looks are important. That’s why our designers have made sure the ATL2000-

Jetliner has been turned into a true attraction. Even if that means that a number 

of extra elaborate steps are needed in production, these will surely pay off by 

providing the viewer with some added value worth seeing. Such as the tail 

section of our aircraft. The fastback design of the rear end creates the compact 

yet at the same time dynamic looks of the aircraft. One component suits the tail 

particularly well: the exquisite atlantics slide. An integrated flange joint safely 

connects the slide with the toy plane.

28



Joey  >  A good view 

forward is very important.

30 31

Alex  >  so every pilot can 

see if the runway is clear. Joey  >  Excellent – the steering wheel 

provides a good grip in your hand.atlantics.de

Construction of the cockpit

Like a cock in a pit

Did you know that “cockpit“ means “Hahnengrube“ (cock in a pit) in German? 

In the production of our cockpit this term lives up to its name. In this process 

a special metal semisphere which was formed under the pressure of a 200 ton 

press is fitted into the conical end of the cockpit segment. In order to guarantee 

a precise connection between the tip of the cockpit and the fuselage segment 

one of our manufactory workers will enter the narrow funnel of the cockpit to 

adjust and fix the metal semisphere from the inside with millimetre precision. 

Now he will have to weld the aircraft nose to the fuselage in that very confined 

space in the very tip of the cockpit segment. This takes an extra amount of the 

right feeling, patience and also a bit of oxygen. Following, the future cockpit 

windows can be marked using a special template and cut out with the highest 

precision. The gaps in between the individual window openings are so minimal 

that our specialists have to have a very steady hand. Then the window frames 

will be fitted. The control panel and the pilot stick are modelled on those of the 

big passenger planes - the only difference being that everything is a bit smaller 

and more clearly arranged.



The supporting wings

Crossing a zone of turbulence

32

Alex  >  Everything is just fine, 

the wings are also perfectly alright.

33

Christopher  > guys, i’ll 

just check the landing gear.atlantics.de

crossing a zone of turbulence during a flight can certainly take your breath away. All children playing with the ATL2000-Jetliner can, however, take a deep 

breath.  Even so if the rigid wings contain several air pockets placed one after another for the crew of the flying play area to be able to claw their way, dangle, 

climb and pit their strength against each other to their hearts’ content between the stringers of the wings. 

The two wings are made out of a long stainless steel tube in an elaborate 

procedure using a special bending machine, before the individual ribs are 

precisely welded to them. Both wings can be extremely strained now that they 

are safely rooted to the ground. By means of glass bead blasting or a special 

fleece polish the metal construction then gets its final polish. The beads blast 

a the metal or the fast moving fleece discs will remove any slight unevenness 

and bring about a flawless stainless steel surface.



JASMIn  >  Enough space to 

comfortably serve all the passengers.

35

Sarah  >  i always sit right behind the 

emergency exit – an old habit of mine.

Christopher  >  There is plenty of room for 

my hand luggage. And for my long legs.

Annabell  >  Brilliant, 

this clearly is first class.

atlantics.de

First class on board

Please remain seated

All passengers travel first class aboard our ATL2000-Jetliner. In order to bring 

the interior design of the aircraft to perfection when it comes to comfort 

and attention to detail, our specialists have to make themselves as small as 

possible for polishing the interior walls. It gets even harder when it comes to 

the installation of the special guide rails for the row of seats and the substruc-

ture for fixing the pilot’s seat.  Each fixture has to be individually fitted to the 

fuselage in that very confined space. Once this job has been completed, the 

stainless steel frame holding the seats together with the special guide rail will 

get firmly bolted to the fuselage. In order to grant as much space as possible 

for the children in our play area three passenger seats have been optimised in 

their design to leave lots of space for playing and at the same time to allow the 

panoramic feeling that comes with a window seat. The sturdy executive-style 

chairs for our future pilots are also firmly attached to the fuselage. The pilots’ 

seats are fitted in a slightly slanting position thus allowing easy communica-

tion between the captain, his co-pilot and the passengers.

34
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Sarah  >  Cool,  just 

like at the fire-fighters’!

Alex  >  The sliding 

pole stands its ground.

atlantics.de

Sliding just like the fire-fighters

Just like the set of stairs at the entrance, the sliding pole at the exit is custom-

made. For that purpose a stainless steel tube has been bent in the upper 

quarter using a lot of fine feeling and talent to connect it elegantly and safely 

to the fuselage. When assembling the Jetliner our plane assemblers pay close 

attention to firmly fixing the sliding pole to any kind of ground there might be. 

After all, this construction must keep what we promise, every day a safe and 

pleasant slide down that is.

The curved sliding pole36
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Alex  >  That’s the 

way i like it best!

atlantics.de

The elaborate paintwork

Taking on a bright ambassador

Manufacturing of the ATL2000-Jetliners is nearly completed now. Even 

unpainted the plane is quite impressive. Still, it is its excellent paintwork and 

design that turn it into an attraction sure to cause a stir and make it a child-

friendly ambassador of your company. How exactly is that possible? Well, we 

use a special primer as an adhesive background to make the later lacquer 

coating adhere to the stainless steel. Square centimetre by square centimetre 

our manufactory workers will then smooth and polish the entire hull after 

priming to remove any unevenness. The pearl-white hull is then covered by 

a multi-layer coating. Our design experts will be happy to put your ideas and 

suggestions into practice. corporate design requests just as your individual 

colour preferences are surely kept and implemented according to your wishes.

38



design suggestion | Bundeswehr design suggestion | 7airdesign suggestion | Breitling design suggestion | edelweiss

CHRISTIAn  >  Yellow 

is my favourite colour.

TOM  >  i like the 

air force Jetliner best.

Jasmin  >   i like 

the smiley as logo.

design suggestion | AdAC design suggestion | Hapag fly

40 Our design suggestions

Stunning looks sure to cause a sensation

By purchasing our ATL2000-Jetliner each customers gets an exclusive play area which on the one hand serves as a first-class 

attraction for the young and the young at heart and on the other hand emphasises and conveys the child-friendly image of the 

company in a unique way. you will be thrilled by the strength of communication of this unique medium. A lasting impression.



Alex  >  on behalf of the testing crew i would like to thank you very much for joining us on this trip. We have immensely enjoyed the flight with you. 

Today’s tour company “atlantics“ would appreciate some short feedback if you were satisfied with our performance. Your flight attendant Frau oertel 

will appreciate any feedback, either positive or negative. our unanimous verdict is: ATL2000-Jetliner – only playing with it is better.

Your testing crew delivers their judgement.

42
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Our journey through the atlantics manufactory of attractions is slowly coming to an end. 

We hope you have had a breathtaking journey. In a few minutes we will arrive at our base 

airport. I would like to thank you for your interest and your attention. I will be happy to 

assist you with any further questions, requests or suggestions you might have. Please 

call soon again at our manufactory of attractions. We would be delighted to bring one of 

our unique play areas into existence also for your little passengers. 

Please make sure your seat belt is securely fastened and that your seat backs are in 

their full upright position. We will be starting our descent briefly. Thank you.

Your arrival on schedule

Dear passenger,

43
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Fasten your seatbelts!
Ready for takeoff to ... ?

45
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46 Technical documentation

The chapter technical documentation  

consists of the following topics: 

General information and views of the Jetliner     > starting page 48

Foundation plan of the Jetliner       > starting page 50

Assembly of the Jetliner        > starting page 52

Service notes for the Jetliner       > starting page 55

TÜV (Technical inspection Authority) certificate for the Jetliner   > starting page 56

47
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Front view

Left view

22
00

10
00

32
00
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00

Top view
8400

63
00

12
00

Dimension (W X L X d)    8.40 x 6.30 x 3.20 metre

Landing height    1.20 metre

Safety area     12.00 x 9.50 metre

Diameter of the fuselage   1.20 metre

Material     stainless steel V2A

Sheet thickness    2.00 mm

coating     colour upon request 

General information and 

drawings of the Jetliner

Technical documentation
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50

Foundation plan of the Jetliner

Should you have the option to anchor the toy plane to sustainable concrete or 

stone floor, a foundation will not be required. 

If this is not the case, the required foundations will have to be built prior to the 

assembly of the toy plane according to the foundation plan below. 

To make sure that the Jetliner will be placed in the correct position within the 

safety area, you will have to start by taking the measures for foundation 1 in re-

lation to the safety area when building the foundations. All further foundations 

must then be measured in relation to the first one. Depending on the impact 

protection material you intend to use, it is important to further consider the 

height of the foundations in relation to the final floor.

 

At the insertion of the foundations an even level of all foundations 

in relation to each other has to be ensured.

Please inform us of the intended level of the built-in foundations when placing 

your order. This enables us to adjust the supports of the aircraft accordingly.

Technical documentation

Attractions of Manufactory Quality

foundation W x L x D (mm)

1 - 4 600 x 600 x 600

5 400 x 1200 x 600

6 400 x 400 x 600

7 400 x 1200 x 600

Size of foundations

Detail for safety areas consisting 
of impact protection floor mats

20
0Ok-floor

60
0

80
0

concrete foundation
Bk25

Detail for safety areas consisting of sand

40
0

60
0 10

00

concrete foundation

Bk25

Ok-floor

required safety area

95
00

10
00 2700

340

100

100

2700

12
00

20
00

20
00

12000

47
50

3100
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First step

Lift the fuselage with the help of carrying straps or a fork device onto the lifting 

equipment (forklift, wheel bearing, mobile crane or similar) over the second 

and third row of seats up to approx. 1.50m above the ground. Now first of all 

bolt the two main supporting columns (2+3) to the fuselage (1).

second step 

Put the aircraft on the ground or the foundations so that the main supporting 

columns touch the ground only lightly. Now assemble the wing on the clear, 

accessible side of the Jetliner (4) and the gangway on the opposite side (5). 

Now the Jetliner can stand on its own and will not topple over so that it can be 

detached from the lifting device.

Third step

Now the second wing (6) and the sliding pole (7) as 

well as  the slide (8) can be attached. 

Fourth step

Once the Jetliner is placed at the desired location, all parts of the aircraft 

can be anchored to the ground or the foundation. Please make sure that 

everything is in a perpendicular position and correctly aligned. 

Now your Jetliner is ready for use and can be fully occupied by the 

children provided that the safety area has already been prepared!

atlantics.de

Assembly of the Jetliner

Technical documentation 53
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Service notes for the Jetliner

Our toy plane ATL2000-Jetliner is a quality product that has been 

manufactured in accordance with EN1176. To make sure that you can 

take a lot of pleasure in it for a long time it is, however, necessary to 

consider the following service notes. 

Two weeks after assembly of the Jetliner all bolted connections are 

to be re-tightened. Please make sure that all connecting parts are in 

direct contact with each other and that all existing protective caps are 

re-attached afterwards. 

 

at regular intervals a thorough inspection which you should also record in 

an inspection report for any future cases of damage has to be carried out.

atlantics.de

Technical Documentation 55

once a year a general inspection in regard to any hidden damages such as 

rust, weld cracks, deformation and the like has to be carried out. In addition 

the Jetliner should be annually inspected by the TÜV in accordance with 

the regulations of the Gemeinde-Unfallversicherungs-Verband (Community 

Accident insurance Association). In that inspection particular attention is paid 

to the direct surroundings of the plane.

 

yOU cAN AUTHOrISE OUr AFTEr SALES SErVIcE TO 

OrGANISE THE INSPEcTION AND FINAL INSPEcTION By 

THE TÜV. ANy MAINTENANcE AND rEPAIr WOrk HAS 

TO BE rEcOrDED, IN A LOG BOOk FOr ExAMPLE.

any worn or damaged parts have to be replaced!  

Please make sure to use original parts only in case of replacement or 

re-fitting. This will guarantee safety and operational reliability of the 

Jetliner and maintaining the GS sign and the warranty.

surface maintenance

All painted surfaces of the Jetliner are coated by a two-component protective 

lacquer to protect the actual lacquer surface. Depending on the specific 

location and strain the painted surfaces can be cleaned using a cleaning agent 

for synthetic material in order to remove any finger prints, shoe marks and 

the like. Pure stainless steel surfaces can be treated with a cleaning agent for 

stainless steel and protective oil.

The following has to be inspected particularly thoroughly:

> Bearings and joints for free movement and tightness

> Slide surfaces for any damages or burr formation

> Bolted connections for tightness

> Foundations for sufficient cover and impact protection material

> cleanliness in the aircraft and the safety area (e.g. glass, tins, etc.)

Attractions of Manufactory Quality
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TÜV Certificate for the Jetliner

Technical Documentation

Guaranteeing maximum safety of our little passengers has always been a key 

aspect in the construction of the ATL2000-Jetliner. At the planning stage of the 

Jetliner already we used the advisory capacity of the TÜV SÜD Product Service. 

It has been of greatest importance to us to meet and thoroughly implement 

the high requirements of the European Standards for Playground Equipment 

EN 1176 in building the Jetliner.

Upon completion of the prototype a comprehensive final inspection carried 

out by the TÜV SÜD Product Service took place in our manufactory with the 

following result: approved by the Technical Inspection Authority and flight 

clearance given for all future flights.

To be able to get a detailed picture of the TÜV acceptance of our ATL2000-

Jetliner, please find the above-mentioned certificate on the following page.

atlantics.de
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